Integrating multilocus DNA data and 3D geometric morphometrics to elucidate species boundaries in the case of Pyrenaearia (Pulmonata: Hygromiidae).
To accurately delimit species the use of multiple character types is essential as all speciation processes are not equally reflected in different data (e.g. morphological, molecular or ecological characters). With the introduction of geometric morphometrics methods and advances in 3D technology, a comprehensive combination of molecular and morphological data has been enabled in groups where exhaustively quantifying and measuring morphological shape change was not possible before such as gastropod shells. In this study, we combined multilocus coalescent species delimitation methods with 3D geometric morphometrics of shell shape to delimit species within the land snail genus Pyrenaearia. A new taxonomic scheme was constructed for the genus identifying ten species. Two nominal species were synonymized and a hitherto unrecognized cryptic species was identified. Our findings support the importance of combining multiple lines of evidence as molecular and morphological data on their own do not yield the same information. Further, the integration of morphological and molecular data shows the importance of allometry in shell shape and suggests a combined effect of population history and selection in different environments on shells morphological variation. Our new taxonomy and phylogenetic reconstruction suggest that, besides the glacial cycles of the Pleistocene, passive dispersal and rock substrate complexity could also have been involved in the speciation of the genus.